In this paper, we address the dynamic spectrum allocation problem in next generation cellular networks under the coordinated dynamic spectrum access (CDSA) model. Firstly, considering spectrum demands of base stations, we formulate spectrum allocation under physical interference models as a nonlinear optimization problem. Then, we propose a demand-driven dynamic spectrum allocation algorithm by transforming this nonlinear optimization problem into linear programming problem. The proposed algorithm first computes initial spectrum allocation and then applies iterative enhancement. Detailed simulations show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the existing algorithms in effective spectrum utilization efficiency and in average satisfaction degree.
Introduction
Spectrum has long been governed by governmental regulatory authorities who allocate fixed size spectrum blocks to specific wireless services for exclusive use. Spectrum planning is usually based on the spectrum demands of busy hour. In this way, in the rest of the time the spectrum is underutilized. On the other hand, the spectrum demands for wireless services are location dependent, which means that a substantial fraction of spectrum could not be fully utilized in regions where the demands are low. Unable to adapt to the spectrum demands variations both in time and space dimensions, traditional fixed allocation could result in significant inefficiency in spectrum utilization [1] . To improve spectrum utilization, dynamic spectrum allocation (DSA) was proposed, where the allocated spectrum resource may vary in time and space.
Buddhikot et al. [1] proposed the coordinated dynamic spectrum access (CDSA) model where a centralized entity dynamically allocates the coordinated access band (CAB) to base stations or wireless access points in the region it manages. Existing DSA algorithms fall into two categories: one is based on pairwise interference model and the other on physical interference model [2] . Under pairwise interference model, two transmissions either conflict with each other when operating on the same channel, or can use the same channel concurrently. The works in [3] - [5] consider spectrum/channel allocation under pairwise interference model, but it fails to capture the cumulated effect of interferences, which leads to large performance degradation [6] - [7] . Recently, spectrum allocation under physical interference models was investigated in [8] , and an algorithm named Optimus was proposed. However, Optimus does not consider the spectrum demands from base stations. As a result, some base stations may be allocated excessive spectrum while some other base stations could not be assigned enough spectrum, which will lead to ineffective spectrum utilization efficiency. Therefore, it is necessary to consider spectrum demands of base stations in spectrum allocation algorithm to improve the spectrum utilization efficiency.
In this paper, we propose a demand-driven dynamic spectrum allocation algorithm under physical interference model by considering spectrum demands of base stations. The proposed algorithm first computes initial spectrum allocation and then applies iterative enhancement. Comparing with the existing algorithms [8] , the proposed algorithm can achieve both higher effective spectrum utilization efficiency and higher average satisfaction degree.
System model and problem formulation
In this section, we first describe the system model and then formulate the problem of dynamic spectrum allocation under physical interference model.
The system model employed in this paper is CDSA model [1] which is shown in Fig.1 . There is a central entity in a given region called spectrum broker who manages the allocation of a portion of spectrum to the base stations. This part of spectrum is usually referred to as CAB. The spectrum broker divides the CAB into channels with equal sizes (e.g. 5MHz). It can be assumed that the channels are homogenous and experience the same propagation conditions in average. A base station can operate on one or multiple different types of networks such as GSM/ WCDMA /LTE simultaneously. We refer to one base station with one specified network as a node. A base station operating on multiple networks is represented by multiple nodes, each of which connects to one network. Each node submits a spectrum demand to the spectrum broker in each allocation period. Based on the information of the locations of the nodes, the radio propagation model and the frequency band, it can be assumed that the spectrum broker knows the interferences between nodes. The spectrum broker grants short spectrum leases to the nodes to maximize its utility without causing interferences between nodes operating on the same channel. The spectrum lease is valid in the coverage area of a node for a given short duration. We assume there are K nodes in an area (e.g. a city) and a spectrum broker who manages the allocation of M channels among these nodes. The objective of spectrum allocation is to find out a spectrum allocation instance which maximizes a utility function under some interference constraints. Specifically, to make the transmissions on channel m successful, the received SINR in the coverage area of node i should satisfy:
Since the SINR is location dependent, we give approximate calculation of the minimum SINR for i 's coverage area as If a spectrum allocation instance A satisfies the above interference constraints (2), it is considered as a valid spectrum allocation. The spectrum allocation problem is to find a valid spectrum allocation A that maximizes a utility function.
Demand-driven dynamic spectrum allocation algorithm
In this section, we first define the spectrum demand model and three utility functions. Then, we give the optimal spectrum allocation solution. Finally, we describe the proposed demand driven dynamic spectrum allocation algorithm.
A. Spectrum Demand Model and Utility Functions
The spectrum demands of the nodes can be expressed as ) , , , (
where i d is the number of channels required by node i .
There are two types of utility function. One type is revenue based utility function, and the other one is network property like spectrum utilization efficiency or network capacity. We define three network propertybased utility functions.
With respect to a valid spectrum allocation instance A , the normalized spectrum utilization efficiency is defined as
Considering spectrum demand of nodes, we define the effective number of channels allocated to node i as ) , min(
. It is reasonable to do so because that the excessive channels will produce no utilization efficiency. Then, we can define the normalized effective spectrum utilization efficiency as
To reflect the satisfaction degree of node i for the spectrum allocation instance A , we define the satisfaction degree ) 1 , min(
. Note that the satisfaction degree of node i is 1 when
Then, we define the average satisfaction degree as
Among three utility functions, the normalized effective spectrum utilization efficiency can achieve the best tradeoff between the spectrum utilization efficiency and fairness. In the following, we take the normalized effective spectrum utilization efficiency to illustrate the proposed algorithm. It is similar for the other two utility functions.
B. Optimal Spectrum Allocation
The spectrum allocation problem is to find spectrum allocation A that maximizes the utility function. We formulate the optimal spectrum allocation problem as:
This is a nonlinear optimization problem. It could only be solved by exhaustive search, which is time consuming and therefore hard for real-time implementation. Because dynamic spectrum allocation and reallocation is performed periodically with a short period (e.g., tens of minutes) [3] , it is necessary to derive computationally efficient spectrum allocation algorithms. In the following, we propose an efficient demanddriven dynamic spectrum allocation algorithm.
C. Demand-Driven Dynamic Spectrum Allocation
The proposed algorithm consists of two steps: first compute the initial spectrum allocation, and then take the initial allocation as a clue and apply iterative enhancements to add spare channels to nodes.
Step 1: Compute initial spectrum allocation
Utilizing the idea introduced in [8] that transforms the nonlinear constraints under physical interference model into linear constraints on the number of channels allocated to the nodes, we reformulate the optimal spectrum allocation problem (8) 
Because the effective spectrum utilization efficiency does not increase any more when the number of channels allocated to a node reaches its demand, the optimal solution W of problem (9) is achieved in the domain ii wd  , 1 iK    . As a result, the optimal solution of the revised problem (10) is also the optimal solution of the problem (9). Clearly, the revised problem (10) is a linear programming problem which can be worked out with efficient algorithms. Once we get the optimal solution of problem (10) using linear programming method, we abandon the decimal part and take the integral part as the approximate optimal
w is the optimal solution, then the approximate optimal solution is
After we obtain the number of channels
allocated to K nodes, the spectrum allocation is achievable through Min-Interference Band Adjustment algorithm described in [8] .
Step 2: Iterative enhancements The linear constraints are stricter than the original physical interference constraints, and could be too conservative. We use them to produce an initial allocation, then take the initial allocation as a clue and apply heuristics based iterative enhancements to further improve spectrum utilization efficiency. The iterative enhancements algorithm work as follows:
1) Sort the nodes with descendent order of the number of channels allocated to each node in initial spectrum allocation.
2) According to the order in 1), iteratively add channels to the node until its spectrum demand has been reached or no more channels can be allocated. When adding a channel, it should not make any allocated node's SINR fall below the threshold  .
Simulation results
In this section, we present detailed performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm and compare it with Optimus. We take two utility functions defined in the previous section as performance metrics of spectrum allocation and examine the two performance metrics of these two algorithms.
D. Simulation Setup
We randomly place K nodes within an area of 2000 2000 mm 
. We vary the network density by changing the number of nodes K from 100 to 500. Each node can operate one of the following types of networks: WCDMA, LTE. We assume both the networks have a carrier bandwidth of 5MHz. We consider a CAB with a bandwidth of 200MHz and we divide the CAB into 40 channels with equal size of 5MHz. We assume the channel demand of each node is randomly picked from 1 to 20. Each experiment is repeated 20 times and the results are averaged over 20 experiments. Table 1 summarizes the simulation parameters. Fig.2 shows the normalized effective spectrum utilization efficiency comparing the proposed algorithm with Optimus. We can see the proposed algorithm has a higher normalized effective utilization efficiency than Optimus because the effective normalized spectrum utilization efficiency does not take into account the extra channels beyond the channel demand of a node. Furthermore, the iterative enhancements algorithm of the proposed algorithm can achieve higher spectrum utilization efficiency than the iterative improvements algorithm in Optimus, which will be illustrated in subsection C. Fig.3 illustrates the average satisfaction degree comparing the proposed algorithm with Optimus. We can observe that the proposed algorithm can achieve a higher average satisfaction degree than Optimus. The reason is similar to that for the normalized effective spectrum utilization efficiency.
E. Comparison to Optimus
In addition, we observe that all the two performance metrics decrease with the network density, which is due to the increased interferences with the increased number of nodes. 
F. Results for Iterative Enhancements Algorithms
In this simulation, we assume the channel demand of each node is randomly picked from 40 to 50. Since the total number of channels is 40, there will be no node whose channel demand can be satisfied. Under this setting, the proposed algorithm will produce identical initial spectrum allocation result with Optimus. Thus, we can compare the iterative enhancement algorithm in the proposed algorithm with the iterative improvement algorithm in Optimus, as shown in Fig. 4 . It shows that the iterative enhancement algorithm in the proposed algorithm slightly outperforms the iterative improvement algorithm in Optimus in terms of normalized spectrum utilization efficiency. 
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we address the dynamic spectrum allocation problem in heterogeneous cellular networks. We have proposed an efficient demand-driven dynamic spectrum allocation algorithm, and simulations have shown that the proposed algorithm significantly outperforms the existing algorithm. Currently, the proposed algorithm can only allocate spectrum to networks with identical carrier bandwidth. In future work, we will consider the 
